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This paper has been compiled to inform current and prospective users of the ASX OTC Interest Rate Derivatives 

Clearing Service. Please note: 

 Recipients of this document are asked not to forward this paper outside of their organisations and not to 

publish the material in any way without ASX’s prior permission; 

 This paper does not constitute legal or financial advice.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of Document 

The purpose of this document is to present a high level description of the key features and functionality of the ASX 

OTC Interest Rate Derivatives (“IRD”) Dealer to Dealer (“D2D”) Clearing Service for both current and prospective 

Clearing Participants (“CPs”).  

 

1.2 Background  

The OTC IRD D2D Clearing Service went live on July 1st, 2013.  

This service description provides a high level overview of the ASX OTC IRD Clearing Service and should be read in 

conjunction with the ASX Clear (Futures) Operating Rules. The ASX Clear (Futures) Operating Rules comprise: 

a. The Futures Rules (i.e. what was, until 1st July 2013, the entire rulebook) and its schedules and procedures 

b. The OTC Rulebook (in place since 1st July 2013) and its procedures, known as the OTC Handbook. 

If you have any questions on the content of this service description, please contact ASX OTC Clearing Business 

Development: Allan McGregor (Allan.McGregor@asx.com.au) or Christopher Day (Christopher.Day@asx.com.au). 

 

1.3 Clearing Service Objectives 

ASX’s OTC IRD Clearing Service has focused on achieving strong outcomes in terms of regulatory compliance and 

solution efficiency. ASX has used existing or developing international market and regulatory standards as the 

foundation for its OTC IRD Clearing Service. We believe that it is not only important to comply with international 

standards but also to tailor these to meet Australian market requirements. 

ASX’s service prioritises the clearing of the most liquid products for the Australian market and offers time zone 

benefits for Australian and New Zealand market participants. This will be scalable at a later stage to extend to other 

products/currencies and offshore time zone activity.  

ASX has a Clearing Service that is operationally secure and efficient, with a strong risk management approach. The 

financial resources within the default waterfall, including a contribution of up to AU$450m of ASX’s own capital 

minimises the risk of loss for non-defaulting CPs and also results in lower regulatory capital requirements. 

ASX achieves a cost effective clearing solution by offering cross-margin opportunities against an appropriate set of 

ASX 24 Exchange Traded Derivatives (“ETD”) in order to minimize CPs’ funding requirements. ASX’s services are 

focussed on the local market and can access Australian timezone liquidity, thus resulting in efficient outcomes  for its 

margin calculations. As part of ASX’s services, ASX customers can also use ASX Collateral which features a state of 

the art collateral optimisation engine to allow efficient allocation of A$ non-cash collateral to cover OTC and ETD 

exposures to ASX. 

 

 

mailto:Allan.McGregor@asx.com.au
mailto:Christopher.Day@asx.com.au
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2 Governance Structure 

 

ASX’s Clearing and Settlement Board provides a focus on risk management and effective risk oversight of the OTC 

IRD Clearing service. Further information about these functions can be found in the ASX Board Charter which is 

available at http://www.asxgroup.com.au/asx-corporate-governance.htm. 

Alongside the OTC IRD Clearing service, ASX will establish the following consultative committees: 

 OTC and ETD Product Committee to facilitate direct CP consultation within the OTC Service. 

 A Risk Committee for input into the ASX Clear (Futures) risk management approach and procedures.  

These committees will meet regularly and enable CPs and end clients to make recommendations directly to ASX, 

who will respond to these recommendations on a timely basis.   

ASX is committed to complying with evolving regulatory standards regarding Central Counterparty (“CCP”) 

governance structures across all relevant jurisdictions over time.  

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/asx-corporate-governance.htm
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3 Participant and Account Structure 

 

3.1 Participant Summary 

Under the ASX Clear (Futures) Operating Rules, a Clearing Participant (“CP”) can be: 

 

a. A Futures Participant (i.e. authorised to clear Futures Contracts); 

b. An OTC Participant (i.e. authorised to clear OTC Transactions); or 

c. Both. 

 

As described in section 14, ASX intends to offer central clearing for clients in a subsequent phase of its service 

delivery.  

 

 

3.2 Clearing Participant Eligibility 

In order to become an OTC Participant, a prospective CP may apply for an authorisation to clear OTC Transactions 

in accordance with the OTC Rules. The application process to obtain this authorisation is described in Section 2 of 

the ASX OTC Rulebook is in effect and can be found on the ASX website at: 

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_otc_rulebook.pdf.  

 

 

3.3 Account Summary 

ASX Clear (Futures) maintains an account structure which supports the following clearing services: 

1. OTC IRD clearing; 

2. ASX 24 ETD clearing; 

In order to set-up the relevant accounts ASX will collect the necessary details from (new or existing) CPs during the 

onboarding process. ASX will set up House accounts for these CPs and these will be used to service the CPs’ 

collateral and trading activity.  

 

Customer service, risk and operations teams are available to assist CPs with any issues surrounding their account 

set-up and maintenance on an on-going basis.   

 

 

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_otc_rulebook.pdf
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4 Product Scope 

 

4.1 Overall Product Eligibility Summary 

ASX’s initial product set eligible for clearing on the OTC IRD Clearing Service is outlined below; however the scope 

of the service will increase in future phases in line with participant and regulatory requirements.  

 

Product Basis Max. Maturity Index 

Tenor 

Index 

A$ IRS  Fixed/Float To 30 years 3M, 6M BBSW 

A$ Single Ccy Basis Swaps Floating/Floating To 3 years 3M, 6M BBSW 

A$ OIS 
Fixed/Float To 3 years Daily 

AUD-AONIA-OIS-

COMPOUND 

 

A full list of eligibility criteria is available in Schedule 1 of the OTC handbook at:  

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_otc_handbook.pdf 

 

ASX intends to launch service enhancements in the future, including1: 

 

 Increased choice of BBSW tenors, forward start and extended OIS maturities 

 A$ FRAs 

 NZ$ vanilla IRS / OIS 

 

                                                           

1 Subject to a determination by ASX regarding the suitability of each product for clearing 

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_otc_handbook.pdf
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5 Service Availability 

While eligible trades may be submitted for clearing on a 24 hour basis, trade registration will take place between 

06:00 and 21:00 (NSW time) on good ASX business days. During these hours, trades will be novated in near real 

time, subject to both submitting trade counterparties having sufficient limit headroom and or/collateral available. 

Outside of these hours, trades will remain in an Approved Trade Source System pending the soonest clearing 

service opening hours. 

 

The latest time that collateral may be posted is subject to Austraclear and RITS system availability for A$ collateral.  

 

In the future, service availability hours may be extended beyond the 15 hour operating cycle if demand warrants. 
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6 Onboarding 

ASX’s onboarding process exists to ensure that: 

 CPs meet ASX’s participant requirements; 

 Once onboarded, the CP is able to operate within ASX’s processes and discharge its obligations;  

 CPs have the opportunity to ask questions and the support to embed new processes internally.  

 

These goals are commonly achieved by mandating that prospective CPs perform rigorous checks and training in 

advance of their go-live date.  

 

The ASX OTC IRD Clearing Onboarding process leverages the existing onboarding process it has in place for its 

ASX 24 ETD Clearing Service. These have been modified, where necessary to meet the specific requirements of an 

OTC IRD Clearing Service. The core building blocks of the onboarding process are summarised below:  

 Legal Framework & CP Application. Prospective CPs must: 

 

o Sign the necessary legal contracts (which constitute an important part of the legal framework underpinning 

the clearing service) produced by ASX or relevant third parties.  

o Provide the necessary paperwork and legal documentation to prove they meet participation requirements. 

o Fill out and sign the necessary application forms (to provide ASX with a complete customer profile/ details 

e.g. contact details in the event of a default scenario, margin call contact details, mnemonic details, and 

static data details to enable account set-ups at ASX). The OTC CP Application Form can be found online:  

https://www.asxonline.com/intradoc-

cgi/groups/public/documents/participantapplicationkitsfe/asx_037262.zip   

 

 Technology & Operational Onboarding. Prospective CPs must: 

o Demonstrate that they have the necessary connectivity, staff and knowledge to execute these tasks. For 

example, ASX interfaces with the Approved Trade Source System to receive trades for clearing, therefore, 

CPs must be able to interface with the Approved Trade Source System.  

 

 CP testing. Prospective CPs must: 

o Demonstrate via the provision of appropriate procedures that they are ‘operationally capable of meeting a 

CP’s obligations on a day to day basis’. For example, it is likely to be a participation requirement that they 

can demonstrate an ability to participate in ASX default management procedures prior to becoming a CP. 

They will also, for example, need to test they are capable of moving cash through the relevant accounts to 

meet margin calls issued by ASX.  

 

 Pre and post go-live support / Participant staff training. Live and prospective CPs must: 

o Complete all the necessary ASX training, both in the lead-up to and after go-live with ASX. This will primarily 

take the form of: 

 Ad-hoc consultations with representatives from the relevant departments (treasury, risk, collateral) 

etc. to ensure understanding of the service. 

 Training on how to use ASX’s proprietary tools and processes. 

 

A guide to becoming an ASX OTC Participant can be found online:  

https://www.asxonline.com/intradoc-cgi/groups/public/documents/participantapplicationkitsfe/asx_037263.pdf 

https://www.asxonline.com/intradoc-cgi/groups/public/documents/participantapplicationkitsfe/asx_037262.zip
https://www.asxonline.com/intradoc-cgi/groups/public/documents/participantapplicationkitsfe/asx_037262.zip
https://www.asxonline.com/intradoc-cgi/groups/public/documents/participantapplicationkitsfe/asx_037263.pdf
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7 Novation Workflow and Lifecycle Events 

This section of the document describes the process by which CPs may submit an eligible trade for Clearing to ASX. It 

also examines the conditions that must be met before ASX will register and accept a trade for Clearing, and therefore 

interpose itself between the two initial counterparties to the trade.  

 

 

7.1 Trade Source(s) 

OTC IRD trades eligible for the ASX OTC IRD Clearing service will still be executed bilaterally according to prevailing 

market practice. These trades can be sent to ASX via an Approved Trade Source System. Currently only one 

Approved Trade Source System2 connects to ASX; further routes to clearing may be implemented in the future 

 

 

7.2 Trade Validation and Novation 

ASX has implemented “Futures-style Novation” as the model for the OTC IRD Clearing service. Upon receipt of each 

trade submitted for clearing through an authorised trade source, ASX will automatically register the trade subject to a 

pre-registration check that it is eligible for clearing, but will also verify on a periodic basis for the portfolio of all trades 

already registered that there is sufficient collateral in place. 

 

If a new trade passes all eligibility checks then it will generally be registered for clearing within 60 seconds of receipt 

by ASX. However If ASX intervention is required due to a breach of the eligibility rules, or because ASX identifies at 

any point that there is a net portfolio collateral shortfall, then the trade registration process will take longer (or may be 

stopped altogether). 

Trades not registered at end of day are automatically rejected by the system and would need to be resubmitted on 

the next good business day3. However, trades that are queued for backloading are not rejected. See Trade 

Backloading section for more information. 

The trade validation and registration process is underpinned by a timeframe that aligns with the existing margin 

cycles of ASX Clear (Futures). 

 

ASX also provides reporting to CPs for monitoring and reconciliation purposes on the status of all trades submitted. 

 

 

7.3 Trade Backloading 

Backloading is the process for enabling previously bilaterally agreed trades (i.e. those with a start date more than a 

certain number of days prior to today) to be submitted for clearing. The ASX definition of backloading is the clearing 

of any trade with a trade date that is more than two business days old. Backloading can cover individual trades or 

sets of trades.  

 

                                                           

2 MarkitWire is currently the only Approved Trade Source System 
3 Trades queued for back-loading are not automatically rejected at end of day. See the following section on Trade Backloading 

for further information 
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ASX facilitates the backloading of such historic trades that are either currently eligible for clearing, or become eligible 

for clearing as ASX’s OTC IRD Clearing service expands the set of trade eligibility criteria4. ASX does this by putting 

backloaded trades into a queue until a mutually agreed backloading date, and provides CPs with the necessary risk 

tools and reports to analyse the incremental margin impact and requirements from registering a backloaded trade or 

portfolio all at once. 

 

On the morning of the date agreed for backloading, existing margin call procedures are followed to settle the 

previous EOD margin requirement. Once this has settled, ASX calculates the margin required for the new position 

including the trades for backloading and then calls for any additional margin required to clear the backloaded trades. 

Once this new margin call is settled, the trades are registered and moved to a cleared status on the same day. 

 

 

7.4 Supported Lifecycle Events 

ASX is able to manage events that can occur throughout the life-cycle of any eligible trade. Life-cycle events may be 

initiated by the CP, or may occur as per the terms of the trade and hence require no separate CP instruction. Where 

CP instruction is required (e.g. for a trade amendment), it should be agreed in advance between the two original 

counterparties of the trade. As ASX cannot have an unmatched book, a lifecycle event cannot be processed on the 

instruction of one CP only, and hence the necessary controls are in place to ensure this does not happen. Below we 

give consideration to the following event types: 

 

CP-initiated: 

1. Re-bilateralisation-  

2. Trade amendment (economic and non-economic) 

3. Trade termination 

4. Trade compression 

 

Non CP-initiated: 

5. Cash flow management 

 

Further information on each of the above is provided in the remainder of this section. 

 

7.4.1 Re-bilateralisation 

Re-bilateralising is the process of removing a trade from clearing so that ASX no longer interposes itself between the 

two original parties to the trade (i.e. as was the case when it was a cleared trade). This process is commonly initiated 

via the Approved Trade Source System (this ensures that both CPs consent to the re-bilateralisation taking place). 

ASX would only be able to process such an event where there is sufficient margin in place.  

 

 

                                                           

4 The date for launching this back-loading service feature is expected to be in Q4 2013. 
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7.4.2 Trade Amendment 

Trade amendments can be as simple as changing a CP’s internal trade ID, or more complicated, such as those 

involving a change to one of the economic terms of the trade. In the latter case, the change would need to be made 

through the trade registration workflow i.e. mutually agreed by both original counterparties and re-validated and 

novated by ASX. 

 

 

7.4.3 Trade Termination 

CPs agree trade terminations by use of the Approved Trade Source System. Once mutually agreed a termination 

request is sent to ASX where the margin impact will be assessed. If the margin impact is acceptable to ASX, ASX will 

send a status change to the Approved Trade Source System that will re-bilateralise the trade. If it is a full termination 

no further action is required. If it is a partial termination the Approved Trade Source System will send back the 

amended trade details for processing by ASX.   

 

Both trade termination and re-bilateralisation will not be available on the same business day as the scheduled 

Payment Date of an OTC contractual cash flow, i.e. a Coupon payment or an Additional Payment as advised via the 

Approved Trade Source System. 

 

 

7.4.4 Trade Compression 

Trade Compression is a service commonly provided by an external approved trade compression service, which 

enables CPs to reduce the volume of trades on their books without altering the risk profile of their cleared portfolio. 

This is usually achieved by identifying off-setting trades and performing terminations where suggested and agreed by 

all impacted CPs. 

  

ASX intends to offer this service to its CPs once it has achieved sufficient cleared notional value to make it 

economically viable to undertake a trade compression cycle.  

 

ASX plans to update CPs and any relevant trade repositories with all required compression results.   

 

 

7.4.5 Cashflow Management 

ASX calculates cash flows for cleared portfolios on a daily basis. The primary components of this cash flow are: 

 Coupons 

 Additional payments 

 Margin requirements  

 Price Alignment Interest (treated by ASX as part of Variation Margin) 

At the end of each working day, ASX calculates the net cash settlement obligations for each CP and issues a 

consolidated call per currency in the morning of T+1.  
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ASX requires that all margin call cash settlements occur within 2 hours of the relevant call being made, and ASX 

follows the defined escalation process should any CP fail to make such payments within the stipulated timeframes. 

All margin obligations are settled though Austraclear.  
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8 Collateral management and margin call 

 

8.1 Collateral management overview 

CPs can meet OTC IRD Clearing service margin obligations by lodging eligible cash or non-cash collateral to ASX. 

ASX uses existing collateral management procedures and infrastructure already provided by ASX Clear (Futures).  

 

ASX has significantly enhanced its lodgement procedures for ASX Clear (Futures) and extended them to the OTC 

IRD Clearing service. Therefore CPs already established on Austraclear and NZ Clear to clear futures and settle 

associated payments can extend their account and lodgement procedures accordingly.  

 

In addition, ASX has recently launched “ASX Collateral”, a centralised collateral management service that offers ASX 

CPs an efficient mechanism to manage and utilise A$ non-cash collateral and provides operational and capital 

efficiencies in support of OTC clearing activities. For further details please see the following service description:  

http://www.asx.com.au/services/asx-collateral.htm. 

 

Separate to ASX Collateral, ASX Margin Control is available to OTC Participants as a portal for daily cash settlement 

advice, and allows the lodgement of non-cash collateral and maintenance of standing instructions for cash balances. 

 

Lastly, ASX plans to extend its eligible collateral list to include suitable overseas government debt via access to the 

Central Securities Depository pools in both Clearstream and Euroclear. 

 

Below, we describe ASX’s implemented approach to collateral management and margin calls.  

 

 

8.2 Cash Collateral 

ASX accepts cash collateral in the currencies listed in Section 5 of the OTC Handbook, as well as corresponding 

valuation haircuts: http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_otc_handbook.pdf.  

 

These can be lodged as per current collateral arrangements whereby A$ cash is lodged at Austraclear, NZ$ cash at 

NZ Clear, and other currency cash is lodged via commercial banks. 

 

Cash lodged by CPs is invested in short term assets with high quality counterparties. CPs are paid interest on cash 

lodged to cover Initial Margin obligations to ASX Clear (Futures) on a monthly basis, and at a rate expected to be in 

line with the current ASX policy5.  

 

Regarding the timeframes around the lodgement of cash collateral, ASX requires that overnight margin calls (i.e. 

those from the previous end-of-day run) are due by 09:00am, meaning that the cash must reach ASX by 11:00am 

(NSW time).  

 

  

                                                           

5 This is distinct from interest paid in the form of “Price Alignment Interest” (PAI), which will be calculated for cash covering 

variation margin.  Further details are provided in the Risk Management section of this document. 

http://www.asx.com.au/services/asx-collateral.htm
http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_otc_handbook.pdf
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8.3 Securities Collateral 

ASX accepts securities of high credit quality and with sufficient levels of liquidity, when applied against appropriate 

valuation haircuts as determined on the basis of potential price movements under stressed market conditions6. 

Eligible non-cash collateral is listed in Schedule 5 of the ASX Clear (Futures) Rules: 

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_clear_futures_schedules.pdf.  

 

These can be lodged as collateral at ASX, as per the current lodgement procedures.  

 

ASX uses a consultative approach with CPs when reviewing current and proposed eligible securities to ensure a 

demand-driven approach to collateral expansion. 

 

 

8.4 End of Day Margin Requirement 

On a daily basis ASX aggregates a CP’s total margin liabilities and compares this to the total value of lodged 

collateral at ASX (net of valuation haircuts, and inclusive of lodged cash collateral). Should there be a deficit; ASX 

issues a call to the relevant CP at the beginning of the next local business day.  

 

Please see the Cash Collateral above regarding the timeframes for meeting daily calls. These are applicable for 

meeting the end of day margin call as well. 

 

 

8.5 Intraday Margin Call 

ASX may consider it necessary to call its CPs for additional collateral on an intraday basis. ASX’s current policies 

and procedures accommodate both scheduled and ad hoc intraday margin calls throughout the day, contingent on 

the observed level of market volatility relative to existing margin cover. 

 

Once ASX has made an intraday margin call, CPs are required to make a cash collateral margin payment within the 

publicised timeframe (currently two hours). ASX accepts only cash from CPs to meet intraday margin calls.  

 

ASX calculates margin requirements at scheduled intervals intraday and at the end of each business day on both 

OTC and ETD positions. ASX has scheduled intraday margin calculations that run each business day at 8:30am and 

11:00am that re-value positions (for Variation Margin requirements) and also recalculate Initial Margin requirements. 

If sufficient margin erosion has occurred, an intraday call may be made. ASX will contact the affected CP via phone 

and provide an emailed report (Margin & Position Listing Report) which identifies the amount that the CP needs to 

settle within 2 hours of the call being issued.  

 

 

 

                                                           

6 As per current RBA FSS standard 5:  

http://www.rba.gov.au/payments-system/clearing-settlement/standards/central-counterparties/2012/index.html  

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/media/PDFs/asx_clear_futures_schedules.pdf
http://www.rba.gov.au/payments-system/clearing-settlement/standards/central-counterparties/2012/index.html
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9 Risk Management 

 

ASX Clear (Futures) has a multi-tiered approach to risk management. CP membership criteria provide the first level 

of protection should a CP default followed by further financial resources within the Default Waterfall. There are tests 

to cover both normal and stressed market conditions. This is complemented by daily oversight of exposures and the 

ability to take action to mitigate risk intraday. 

The margin approach is based on methodologies that are commonly in use at other CCPs for OTC IRD Clearing, and 

are considered to meet international best practice.  

 

9.1 Overview 

Effective risk management is dependent upon a robust and enforced policy framework and infrastructure that 

identifies the key components for margining. These are: 

 

 Variation Margin (“VM”) – Daily MTM value of each cleared trade calculated at end of day, and defined as 

the daily change in CVM on open positions. 

 Initial Margin (“IM”) – The potential future exposure that closing out a portfolio of cleared trades may present 

to the CCP in the event of a CP default. In calculating IM, it is assumed that the portfolio is reasonably 

balanced and liquid. 

 Credit Add-on – An additional margin based on ASX’s assessment of the CP’s credit quality. 

 Liquidity Add-on – An additional level of IM used to account for potential additional costs caused by closing 

out an illiquid or highly concentrated portfolio. 

 Capital Based Position Limit (CBPL) - an additional level of IM used to ensure that CPs do not accumulate 

positions that exceed their financial capacity. 

 Price Alignment Interest (“PAI”) – A cost used to compensate CPs for the loss of alternative investment 

opportunities incurred through funding VM on a cleared portfolio.  

The following sections detail the key aspects of the ASX risk management control and oversight. This description is 

intended to apply under normal market conditions; however ASX reserves the right to make additional margin calls to 

CPs in stressed market conditions or to alter the margin methodologies as deemed necessary.  

 

Documents providing further detail on the Variation and Initial Margin methodologies are available from ASX Risk on 

request. 

 

 

9.2 Variation Margin 

Variation Margin represents the daily Mark to Market on an OTC Participant’s cleared portfolio, and is taken as the 

daily change in NPV. In determining the NPV on cleared OTC positions, ASX constructs a yield curve based on 

market prices or rates for benchmark OTC instruments (or the nearest hedging equivalent), and calculates a value 

for all discounted cash flows. This method is consistent with established local market practice, with the same curve 

used for forecasting floating rate cash flows and to create a discount rate. The total NPV across all relevant cleared 

trades corresponds to each CP’s CVM, and is calculated both intraday and at end of day. Details of the end of day 
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yield curve are published daily by ASX to CPs. 

 

The daily movement in NPV is equivalent to the daily VM obligation faced by each CP (or intraday movements in the 

case of intraday VM obligations). Although the calculations are made on a portfolio basis, the VM is additive across 

trades, and therefore is attributable to the individual trade level. 

 

All VM settlements are required to be in paid in cash in the same currency of the underlying products to ensure that 

ASX has a net zero balance across all CP VM balances and reduce the Treasury Investment and Foreign Exchange 

risk. 

 

9.3 Initial Margin 

Initial Margin (IM) represents the estimated worst probable forward looking losses that the portfolio may incur: 

 

1. in the event of a default; 

2. in the time that it is anticipated would be taken to neutralise the portfolio, i.e. the holding period; and 

3. under normal market conditions  

 

ASX has implemented a Historical Simulation Value-at-Risk (‘HS VaR’) model to calculate IM consistent with best 

practice for OTC IRD CCPs. 

 

HS VaR measures the maximum potential loss a CP portfolio is expected not to exceed with a given probability, the 

confidence interval), over a given period of time, i.e. the holding period.  

 

The key model parameters are defined as follows: 

 

 Historical data period – a rolling 5 year window (equivalent to 1,250 observations) of daily price history, 

including the Q4 2008 period of extreme volatility;  

 Holding period – 5 days; and 

 Confidence Interval – representing the risk appetite currently set at 99.7%; i.e. to cover 99.7% of expected 

losses. 

A portfolio based approach is used, and hence offsets both within currencies and across currencies will apply. For 

each scenario a net profit or loss is calculated jointly across all positions intra-yield curves, therefore taking into 

account portfolio correlation effects. The scenarios are then ranked and interpolated to arrive at a 99.7% confidence 

level. 

 

 

9.4 Credit Add-on 

At its discretion ASX may apply a Credit Add-on to a CPs IM depending on ASX’s assessment of that CP’s credit 

quality. 

 

 

9.5 Liquidity Add-on 
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The HS VaR model calculates IM under the assumption that positions are closed out at market mid prices. This 

assumption implies that any given trade/position size will be absorbed by the market without having an impact on 

liquidity. However, given that clearing is an accumulation of multilateral exposures, centrally cleared portfolio 

positions under a default scenario may potentially be much larger than those transacted on a bilateral basis.  So, 

should a defaulted position be beyond standard quoted size for any particular maturity, this may challenge some of 

the assumptions of the IM VaR model, specifically the 5-day holding period and the mid-price closure.   

 

ASX could therefore incur additional expense in a default for the following two reasons: 

1) The trade is potentially larger than the standard bid/ask spread allows for, but the counterparty will accept 

the trade given an increase in spread, i.e. a ’liquidity premium’; and/or 

2) The hedge counterparty will not accept the entire size of the trade thus increasing the total time necessary 

to close-out the entire position. 

To protect ASX against the costs of liquidity risk a liquidity add-on may be charged for concentrated positions. The 

size or level and potential costs of concentrated positions are determined by market surveys with CPs and are 

reviewed periodically. 

 

 

9.6 Capital Based Position Limits (CBPL) 

Capital-Based Position Limit (CBPL) is a measure used to ensure that CPs do not accumulate positions that exceed 

their financial capacity. CBPL limits are calculated using initial margin as a measure of the size of a portfolio, and a 

CPs Net Tangible Assets as a measure of a CPs creditworthiness or financial capacity. However, the likelihood of 

CBPL being triggered is considered to be minimal. 

 

 

9.7 Price Alignment Interest (PAI) 

PAI is directly linked with the VM on a portfolio. As VM represents a cash realisation of profit and loss, there is 

therefore compensation of funding costs applied via the application of interest to the outstanding VM balance. PAI 

represents that compensation to an out-of-the-money CP for the loss of investment opportunity incurred in pledging 

VM to the in-the–money CP via ASX. This also ensures that there is no disincentive to backload historic 

trades/portfolios that would have been valued by CPs in bilateral markets at a different level than that arrived at by 

ASX.  

 

Every day a calculation is made of the daily interest owing based on the overnight cash rate relevant to the portfolio 

and a net debit or credit settlement is made. As with VM, PAI is always in the same currency as the underlying 

product, with ASX being net zero across all its CPs and clients. 

 

 

9.8 Default Waterfall 

The Default Waterfall defines the financial resources available to ASX in managing a CP default, specifically: 

 

 the scale of financial resources available to ASX; 

 the order and circumstances in which those financial resources are to be accessed by ASX; 
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 individual stakeholders’ potential (and resulting) liability; and 

 the balance between loss mutualisation and “defaulter pays” models i.e. the relative losses absorbed by a 

defaulting CP’s margin or shared among surviving CPs’ default fund contributions. 

 

ASX offers an FSS compliant waterfall that distinguishes between the consequences of a default by an OTC 

Participant, a Futures Participant, and a CP that is authorised to clear both. The previous ASX Clear (Futures) default 

waterfall (which used to support only ETD activity) has been extended to support the OTC Clearing Service through 

the addition of a tranche funded only by OTC CPs thereby maintaining a single default fund.  As shown in Figure 1, 

this will be achieved by the application of the waterfall using a different order of payments depending upon which 

type of CP has defaulted (“Futures CP” only, “OTC CP” only, or “joint” CP).  In the case of a “joint” CP default, the 

relative sizes of ETD versus OTC contributions in each commitment tranche will reflect a level commensurate with 

the contribution of risk (i.e. Initial Margin) of each product type. The current ASX Default Waterfall is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 1 Summary: ASX’s Default Waterfall  

The diagram above represents the respective sequence of losses through the waterfall depending on whether the 

default is OTC only, Futures only or OTC and Futures. 

 

Important principles embedded within the ASX Default Waterfall are: 

 the CP’s potential liability is limited; 

 the total size of the OTC default fund layer is based on prudent principles i.e. in extreme, but plausible, 

market conditions, the default fund must be able to withstand the default of at least the largest two  CPs; 

 the ranking within the OTC Commitments tranche will be used as an incentivisation mechanism during the 

default management process i.e. ‘uneconomic’ auction bids may result in juniorisation of the OTC 

Commitments, thereby increasing the risk of such a Commitment. 
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The OTC CP tranche of the Default Waterfall is currently no more than A$100m. ASX intends to ensure that this 

tranche remains commensurate with the potential risks as the OTC Service evolves over time. 

 

 

9.9 Additional Initial Margins (AIMs) 

The system of Additional Initial Margins (AIMs) has been extended to the OTC Clearing Service in order to give 

greater certainty that ASX’s financial resources are sufficient to meet regulatory capital requirements at all times and 

to manage default exposures presented to the single Default Fund. Under this approach, when the daily stress 

testing results for a CP exceed its pre-determined Stress Test Exposure Limit (STEL) that CP will need to 

collateralise the deficit in the form of additional initial margins (‘AIMS’).  The STEL is derived from the size of ASX’s 

financial resources and the counterparty standing of each CP.  

 

 

9.10 Cross-Margining 

An important feature of ASX’s Clearing Service is the opportunity for cross-margining between ASX 24 ETD and 

OTC products. Initially, the list of eligible ASX 24 ETD is restricted to interest rate and bond futures contracts as per 

the table below. The list may be extended to incorporate other exchange traded products in the future. 

 

Eligible Futures Contract Code  Contract Name 

IB ASX 30 Day Interbank Cash Rate Futures 

IR ASX 90 Day Bank Accepted Bill Futures 

YT ASX 3 Year Treasury Bond Futures 

XT ASX 10 Year Treasury Bond Futures 

 

ASX currently allow CPs to self-select the ASX 24 ETD positions to be moved over to the OTC book. In future, ASX 

plan to offer a cross-margin optimisation tool that will allocate the eligible ASX 24 ETD positions in such a way as to 

minimise the overall cost of margining (i.e. not over-margin the net position).  

 

A precondition for subscribing to the cross-margining service for CPs is that entities must be both ASX 24 ETD and 

OTC CPs. IM requirements for cross-margined portfolios are calculated using HS VaR, i.e. cross-margined ASX 24 

ETD positions are not margined using the SPAN methodology7. Eligible ASX 24 ETD allocations must be completed 

by 7:00pm AEST or AEDT on each Clearing Business Day for inclusion in the end of day margin run. 

 

ASX provides daily reporting which can be accessed by CPs to reconcile OTC and ASX 24 ETD margin values. A full 

breakdown of all margins and cashflows is provided.  

                                                           

7 5 Business Days prior to expiry of the cross margined ASX 24 ETD positions, these positions will no longer be eligible for cross 

margining but will be SPAN margined  
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In the event of an OTC CP default, non-defaulting OTC CPs may have to bid for a portfolio containing futures 

positions. CPs therefore need to be able to clear the cross-margined ASX 24 ETD. If a CP does not directly clear 

ASX 24 ETD, it must appoint a CP on its behalf who does clear them. 
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10 Default Management Overview 

 

10.1 ASX Default Management Responsibilities and Processes 

The primary purpose of the ASX OTC Clearing service is to guarantee the performance of cleared trades for 

surviving CPs in the event of a CP default. The provision of an appropriate Default Management Procedure (DMP) is 

therefore an essential component of ASX’s core activities. 

 

ASX maintains a separate, dedicated DMP for the OTC Clearing service, reflecting the unique risks and challenges 

posed by an OTC default. This OTC DMP has been formulated to align with international best practice, with specific 

customisations to support the unique features of the Australian market. The ASX DMP is also designed to explicitly 

comply with FSS standards and recommendations.  

 

Additionally, as the OTC Clearing service evolves and ultimately matures, ASX will continually update the DMP to 

ensure its appropriateness for the market it serves. 

 

 

10.2 Pre default monitoring and default activation 

ASX Clear (Futures) employs a robust risk monitoring framework to ensure that all risks in its clearing services 

operated are effectively identified, managed and, where appropriate, collateralised. This framework has therefore 

been extended to the OTC Clearing service as part of the OTC DMP, including all relevant existing risk controls 

(such as Stress Testing Exposure Limits and additional margin frameworks). 

 

Furthermore, the OTC Clearing service will also leverage the existing ASX Clear (Futures) default definitions (with a 

number of additional events for OTC) and default declaration process. 

 

ASX has also extended its current default communication procedures to accommodate the requirements of the OTC 

Clearing service. This will ensure the effective use of communication cascades to appraise CPs, regulators, clients 

and other key stakeholders of both the declaration of default, and the on-going default management process. 

 

 

10.3 Strategy and risk reduction 

In the event of a CP default, ASX will follow a two stage risk reduction and mitigation strategy to resolve the defaulted 

portfolio, and ultimately return the defaulters positions to the BAU clearing service. This two stage strategy 

encompasses: 

 

 Executing hedge transactions with surviving CPs to reduce the risk in the defaulted portfolio to manageable 

levels; and 

 Auctioning the risk-reduced portfolio to surviving CPs. 

 

To ensure the successful resolution of a default, and thus the protection of the CCP and CPs resources, ASX will 

consult a group of dealers nominated by the CPs throughout the default resolution process (the Default Management 

Group, or DMG). 
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Such DMG participants will be asked to formulate a hedging and risk reduction strategy, provide guidance on the 

auction approach and format, and ultimately assess the auction bids. Whilst the ASX DMC will make the final 

determination of the strategy to be followed, the DMG will also be charged with the responsibility for the execution of 

the agreed strategy (in particular execution of hedge trades). 

 

ASX has in place a robust process for preparing a physical environment for the use of the DMG during the hedging 

stage, which will be made available to the DMG within a short timeframe. ASX will also provide all the necessary 

systems, analytics, market data and user rights for the DMG to perform these tasks.  

 

 

10.4 Auction 

Once the portfolio of trades has been sufficiently hedged, surviving CPs will be obliged to value the auction portfolio, 

and make bids to ASX based on their valuation. The auction winner(s) will then be obliged to take ownership of any 

trades won in the auction(s), and assume responsibility for such trades through to maturity.  

 

ASX currently anticipate that all default auctions will be held on the basis of ‘sealed’ bids, and a ‘Highest Bidder Wins’ 

(“HBW”) format. However, ASX will reserve the right to hold a ‘Multi-Unit’ auction with portfolios divided into identical 

units, or any other reasonable auction format.  

 

ASX may also choose to split a defaulted auction portfolio into sub-portfolios on any reasonable basis (currency, 

tenor, carry, etc.), should the DMG advise that such a split would be likely to generate the most favourable auction 

outcome. In the eventuality that a CP has no positions in the products which comprise an auction sub-portfolio, the 

CP will not be required to bid for that sub-portfolio. 

 

In cases where an auction portfolio is split, ASX will also split the available default resources, using relative risk (i.e. 

the respective IM for each sub-portfolio) to allocate the pool of default resources applicable to each auction sub-

portfolio. However, this allocation of resources is primarily for the purpose of reconciling the Juniorisation of default 

fund contributions for each auction pool (see Auction bid incentivisation below). 

 

 

10.5 Recovery and Resolution 

ASX understands that CPs must be able to limit their liability to the Default Waterfall and ASX in the event of default. 

ASX is committed to engage with the OTC Foundation customers, CPs and regulators to comply with the new 

regulatory standards on recovery and resolution. 

 

 

10.6 CP DMG responsibilities  

Pre-selected CPs will be required to second representatives to the DMG once advised that a default has occurred 

(with the exception of the defaulter).  

 

All DMG members will also be required to perform regular testing and review of the DMP via Firedrills (i.e. rehearsals 

of the default procedures in conjunction with ASX). They may also be asked to opine on default management 

features of new OTC products and processes under consideration by ASX. 
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10.7 CP hedging and auction responsibilities 

It is essential for the protection of ASX and CP assets, and the broader integrity of the financial market, that the 

Hedging and Auction Default management process are able to proceed as efficiently and effectively as possible. 

 

As such, CPs of the OTC Clearing service are required to: 

 

 Act in good faith when providing quotes, and entering into hedge transactions with ASX for the purposes of 

Default Management; and 

 Participate promptly and effectively in the default management auction, and subsequent reconciliation (in 

the case of the auction winner). 

 

10.8 Auction bid incentivisation 

ASX proposes to use an auction bid incentivisation mechanism to encourage competitive bidding in a default auction. 

This will ensure that CPs are financially motivated to bid well at any auction, and thereby prevent ASX and the 

contributors to its Default Waterfall from sustaining inappropriate losses. 

 

The first principle of the bid incentivisation mechanism is that CPs, who are obliged to participate in the auction, but 

either fail to provide a bid or provide a bid which is deemed ‘uneconomic’, will be subject to the greatest degree of 

juniorisation (i.e. their default fund contributions will be consumed first). 

 

The remaining CPs who submit bids will then be ranked in terms of the bid value – from lowest to highest. 

Juniorisation will then be applied in alignment with this ranking (i.e. the lowest bidder will be subject to the greatest 

degree of juniorisation, whilst the auction winner will be the most senior), Under this mechanism 100% of the 

contribution of the lowest ranking bidder will be consumed before moving to the next ranked bidder, and so forth (i.e. 

there will be no apportionment). 

 

Finally, in the case of multiple auctions, the juniorisation process will be applied separately to the default resources 

applicable to each auction portfolio (i.e. if a CP wins the first auction, but fails to bid on the second auction, their 

default fund contribution will be considered most senior for auction portfolio 1, but most junior for auction portfolio 2).  
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11 Reporting 

 

ASX provides reporting to its CPs and complies with applicable regulatory reporting requirements.  

 

CP Reporting: 

ASX provides reporting functionality that enables its CPs to perform timely and accurate reconciliation across a range 

of business areas, including trading, risk, funding, settlements and collateral management.  

 

ASX provides these reports to CPs (1) at the end of the day (“EOD”), and/ or (2) intraday (as appropriate per report) 

throughout the entire trade lifecycle, from the moment ASX accepts the trade for clearing through to its maturity. 

Reporting is provided for every trade on the CPs’ books and it will be provided in a format that enables CPs to 

perform reconciliations and load reports into their systems.  

 

ASX provides its reports in CSV and PDF formats. The distribution method of the reports depends on CPs’ prior 

setup with ASX Clear: 

 

- For existing ASX Clear (Futures) CPs that clear ETD and OTC products, the full suite of new OTC specific 

reports is available via ASX Online only.  

- For new CPs that clear OTC only, all relevant reporting is available for manual and automatic download through 

ASX Online. 

- For existing ASX 24 ETD reports that have been enhanced to capture OTC information, these are available via 

ASX Online and continue to be available through OMNet.  

- ASX 24 ETD specific reports continue to be delivered via OMNet. 

 

ASX’s reporting suite is flexible and scalable to permit the addition of new products and asset classes to the service 

based on demand from participants at a later stage.  

 

ASX provides reports on a CP’s ASX 24 ETD positions and their OTC positions independently. The OTC portfolio 

may, however, include a subset of futures which provide a margin offset. These will be reported to demonstrate their 

inclusion as part of the OTC portfolio.  

Further information can be obtained on ASX Online: 

https://www.asxonline.com/marketinfo/help.shtm#a3 

 

 

https://www.asxonline.com/marketinfo/help.shtm#a3
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12 Fees and commercial terms 

 

Standard service fees are set out below.    

 

Registration Fee: 

- Mechanics:  

o Fee charged per trade Novated by ASX.  

o Fee is charged on both sides (i.e. to both CPs). 

o Fee is calculated when the trade is Novated and billed at the end of the month 

o Fee is tiered based on Tenor of the Trade.  Tenor of the trade is defined by the amount of time between 

the Effective Date and Maturity Date of the Trade. 

o Fee amounts are applied per A$ 1 Million notional value. 

- Proposed Fee Amounts: 

 

Tenor (Years) Fee (A$) per  1 Million notional 

0-1 $1.00 

1-2 $2.00 

2-3 $3.00 

3-5 $4.50 

5-7 $6.00 

7-10 $7.50 

10-15 $10.00 

>15 $12.00 

 

Maintenance Fee: 

- Mechanics:  

o Fee charged per trade novated by ASX.  

o Fee is charged on both sides (i.e. to both CPs). 

o Fee is calculated on the 1 year anniversary date of the Effective Date of the trade. 

o There is no tiering of the fee based on tenor – it is a flat basis point charge. 

- Proposed fee amount $100 Per Annum per trade 
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- There is no maintenance fee charged for transactions that mature or are cancelled before the 1 year anniversary 

date of the Effective Date of the trade.  

 

 

Large Volume Rebate (LVR) 

Following the launch of the ASX OTC Interest Rate Derivatives Clearing Service on 1 July 2013, the existing Large 

Volume Rebate (LVR) scheme for ASX 24 products was modified to cover OTC interest rate derivatives and ASX 24 

interest rate futures and options transaction revenue. The new LVR scheme was effective as at 1 July 2013. 

ASX OTC Foundation Customers are eligible for the highest weighting in the LVR scheme subject to revenue 

contribution thresholds and Annual OTC Cleared activity requirements. Please see the following market notice for 

more information and/or contact ASX Business Development if you have any questions. 

http://www.sfe.com.au/content/notices/2013/notice2013_169.pdf  

 

http://www.sfe.com.au/content/notices/2013/notice2013_169.pdf
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13 Legal and Regulatory 

 

The OTC IRD Clearing Service is consistent in all respects with the Australian regulatory environment, including the 

Reserve Bank of Australia’s Financial Stability Standards, CPSS-IOSCO principles for FMIs. The service has also 

been designed to be consistent, where possible, with Dodd-Frank and EMIR.  

 

For further details, the OTC Rulebook can be found online: http://www.asxgroup.com.au/asx-operating-rules-

guidance-notes-and-waivers.htm.   

 

13.1 Documentation 

 

In order to utilise the ASX’s OTC IRD Clearing Service, CPs will need to have executed the necessary legal 

agreements as outlined below: 

 Application form: A document that articulates ASX’s Clearing terms and conditions across all clearing 

services 

 Infrastructure/Connectivity diagram – An outline of the connectivity between internal systems, Approved 

Trade Source systems, ASX and settlement systems 

 Supervisory, Risk and Compliance Framework – including procedures, risk matrix and default management 

attestation 

 Business Continuity Arrangements – Self-Assessment form to outline appropriate business continuity 

measures in place to ensure no interruption to OTC clearing capabilities 

 Authorised Signatories List – for both Operational approvals and financial/capital reporting 

 Access to settlement facility (Austraclear) – nomination of an Austraclear participant to make cash 

settlements with ASX (margins and relevant OTC cash flows) 

 ISDA agreements and accompanying CSA: Documentation from the International Swaps and Derivatives 

Association required to govern the hedge trade between ASX and a surviving CP in the event of default, 

until the trade is cleared at which point it is governed under the CCP operating rules. 

 

A full list of documentation required can be found in the OTC Participant Application Form. 

 

 

http://www.asxgroup.com.au/asx-operating-rules-guidance-notes-and-waivers.htm
http://www.asxgroup.com.au/asx-operating-rules-guidance-notes-and-waivers.htm
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14 Client Clearing 

 

Client Clearing is out of scope for the initial ASX OTC Clearing Service (dealer to dealer) offering. Nonetheless, ASX 

is developing a  Client Clearing offering which is currently scheduled for launch at the end of Q1 2014.  

 

The ASX Client Clearing model will offer Clients significant position and asset segregation as well as portability, 

through a choice of account constructs. The account structures have been designed to be consistent with 

international best practice as well as domestic and international regulation. Please see the full Client Clearing 

Service Description. 
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15 Appendix 

15.1 Glossary 

Term Definition 

Additional Initial 

Margins (AIMs) 

When the daily stress testing results for a CP exceed a pre-determined Stress Test Exposure 

Limit (STEL) that CP will need to collateralise the deficit in the form of additional margin – 

AIMS.  

Approved Trade 

Source System 

Currently MarkitWire (see definition in glossary). If ASX Clear (Futures) approves additional 

Approved Trade Source Systems, it will notify OTC Participants.  ASX Clear (Futures) is not 

liable or responsible for any corruption or alteration of messages or loss of data which may 

take place within any Approved Trade Source System.  

ASX Clear (Futures) makes no warranty (and accepts no liability) as to the effectiveness or 

performance or any other aspect or matter in connection with an Approved Trade Source 

System. 

ASX ASX Clear (Futures) Pty Limited. This is the licensed entity that operates the ASX Clear 

(Futures) clearing house. 

ASX 24 “ASX 24” is the name of the exchange traded derivatives market while “ASX Clear (Futures)” 

is the name of the clearing house that clears ASX24 trades.  ASX Clear (Futures) Pty Limited 

is the licensed entity that operates the ASX Clear (Futures) clearing house. 

Auction In the event of a CP default, surviving CPs will be offered the opportunity to acquire and step 

into a defaulter’s portfolio of trades via an auction.  

Auction Bid 

Incentivisation 

The process of incentivising CPs to participate in the default management process as per 

ASX’s requirements.  

Austraclear The Australian Central Securities Depository (“CSD”) owned and operated by the ASX which 

facilitates the A$ wholesale debt market and supports real time gross settlement of $A cash.  

Capital Based 

Positions Limits 

(“CBPL”) 

An additional level of IM used to ensure that CPs do not accumulate positions that exceed 

their financial capacity. The likelihood of CBPL being triggered is considered to be minimal. 

Central 

Counterparty 

(CCP) 

Market infrastructure that sits between the two original parties to the transaction, taking care of 

post-trade considerations and guaranteeing performance throughout the life of the 

transactions. A trade must be novated to face ASX in order for it to perform these functions.  

CHESS  The ASX Clearing House Electronic Sub-Register System which supports Australian equity 

market settlements and maintains records of equity ownership. 

Clearing 

Agreement: 

A document that articulates the ASX’s Clearing terms and conditions across all clearing 

services 
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Term Definition 

Clearing Broker 

(“CB”) 

When a CCP provides Client Clearing it enables its direct Clearing Participants (“CPs”) to 

intermediate between itself (ASX) and the indirect CPs (i.e. market participants that are not 

direct CPs of the clearing service) to facilitate clearing of OTC IRD transactions. When the 

direct CPs do so they act as ‘Clearing brokers’ (“CB”).  

Clearing 

Participants (“CP”) 

A market participant that joins a clearing house directly as a ‘participant’ to clear their own 

trades and/or those of their clients. 

Clearstream  Part of the Deutsche Börse Group, Clearstream performs two core roles:  

 International central securities depository (ICSD) 

 Central securities depository (CSD) for German and Luxembourgish domestic 

securities. 

Confidence level A statistical measure indicating the likelihood that a given result will not be exceeded. Initial 

Margin of $100mm measured at a confidence interval of 99% indicated that only 1 day in 100 

will losses be greater than $100mm. 

Cross-Margining The concept of allowing trades in instruments in different asset classes (belonging to the same 

counterparty) to offset each other for the purpose of measuring Initial Margin.  

Cumulative 

Variation Margin 

(“CVM”) 

The valuation of a trade at any one time, representing the Mark to Market value.  

DMP Default Management Process 

Default 

Management 

Process Agreement 

(“DMPA”): 

A document that articulates the legal obligations that CPs are bound to fulfil in the event of a 

CP default.  

Default 

Management 

Group (“DMG”) 

A group of dealers “in-sourced” to ASX to provide trading and execution expertise and to 

advise on default resolution.  

Default 

Management 

Process (“DMP”) 

The procedures ASX has in place to ensure it can guarantee performance under the terms of 

each trade against its counterparties in the event of a CP default. 

Euroclear Another provider of post trade services. Euroclear facilitates the settlement of domestic and 

cross-border securities transactions and safekeeping of client investments. 

ETD Exchange Traded Derivatives 

Filtered Historical This method forecasts a maximum loss per CP portfolio over a historical period of market yield 
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Term Definition 

Simulation Value at 

Risk (“FHS VaR”)  

curve (and potentially FX) moves. These moves are calculated based upon returns over a 

number of days (commonly 5), or moves, in yields and are then scaled according to current 

volatility. 

Firedrills ASX requires that, at specified frequencies, CPs will need to test certain vital Clearing 

processes (in particular, DMP) and prove they have the ability to deliver on all requirements in 

live scenarios.  

Futures-style 

Novation 

The process whereby ASX automatically novates new trades when they are submitted for 

clearing provided that they meet ASX eligibility requirements and provided that each Clearing 

Participant has sufficient risk exposure limit available for ASX to continue Clearing new trades. 

Highest Bidder 

Wins (“HBW”) 

An auction method used during default management. In a WTA auction there is one winner of 

each portfolio and no shared bids. 

Holding period Expresses the expected time required to manage a default i.e. the amount of time required to 

neutralize/hedge & auction a portfolio. The holding period thus determined, is then a key 

assumption in the Initial Margin algorithm. 

ICSD An International Central Securities Depository holds securities to facilitate the settlement and 

or book entry transfer of securities internationally, often using local agents. 

Initial Margin (“IM”) 

 

Initial Margin (IM) represents the estimated worst probable forward looking losses in normal 

market conditions that may incur on the portfolio in the event of a clearing participant default.  

ASX use a Value at Risk model to quantify risk associated with OTC products using 5 day 

holding period assumptions. 

Interest Rate Swap 

/ Interest Rate 

Derivative (“IRD”) 

An exchange of cashflows calculated on different interest rate bases for the same notional 

principal, that occur at pre-defined dates over the life of the swap. Commonly a fixed leg (fixed 

rate) cash flow is swapped for a floating-leg (floating rate) cash flow.  

Liquidity Multipliers Additional margin to reflect the additional cost of close out of a portfolio as a result of illiquidity 

or concentrated positions 

Liquidity premium Where the trade is potentially larger than the standard bid/ask spread allows for, a 

counterparty may still accept the trade provided an increase in spread (“liquidity premium”) is 

provided. 

MarkitWire A financial infrastructure platform used for the recording (via affirmation) and booking of OTC 

Trades. Frequently a major source of trades for OTC Clearing houses as well as a bilateral 

records. 

Multi-Unit Auction An auction method used during the Default Management Process. This proposes that the 

auction will require minimum bids based on a certain percentage of the portfolio. As a 

consequence of these bids, the portfolio will be disposed of at whatever the price required to 

dispose of a 100% of the portfolio (the market clearing price). This means that the defaulted 

portfolio can effectively be carved up and sold to multiple participants and that the price of the 
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Term Definition 

portfolio is not determined by ASX but by the quality of the auction – any price or combination 

of prices ensuring that the portfolio can be disposed of in full and completely be taken off the 

hands of ASX. 

Net present value 

(“NPV”) 

The NPV of a trade represents the mark to market value of a trade at current prices, with 

future cashflows discounted back to today’s value. 

NZ$ New Zealand Dollar ($N) 

NZ Clear The NZ Central Securities Depository (“CSD”) operated by RBNZ which facilitates the NZ$ 

wholesale debt market and supports real time gross settlement of $NZ cash.  

Over the Counter 

(“OTC”) 

A method of trading derivative contracts. When a contract is traded ‘over the counter’ this 

means the transaction does not take place on an exchange. Instead trades are negotiated and 

executed bilaterally between counterparties. 

Price Alignment 

Interest (“PAI”) 

A cash flow that exists to compensate for the loss of investment opportunity incurred in 

funding VM. 

PV01 A common concept in risk, PV01 represents the present value of a 1 basis point move in 

interest rates.  This “sensitivity” or “delta” measure can be achieved in a variety of ways, using 

parallel or sequential shifts to the yield curve. 

Standard Portfolio 

Analysis of Risk 

(“SPAN”) 

SPAN is a risk based portfolio approach system for calculating initial margin requirements for 

ETD. SPAN uses risk arrays, which is a set of numeric values that specify if a particular 

contract will gain or lose value under different conditions (risk scenarios). The value for every 

risk scenario symbolises the gain or loss for that contract for a certain combination of volatility 

change, price (or underlying price) change, and decrease in time to expiration. 

Stress Test 

Exposure Limit 

(“STEL”) 

A pre-determined Stress Test Exposure Limit. If these are exceeded during stress-tests then 

the CP will need to collateralise the deficit in the form of margin - AIMS.  The STEL will be 

derived based on the size of ASX’s financial resources. 

Trade Compression Trade compression enables CPs to reduce the volume of trades on their books without 

altering the risk profile. This is achieved by identifying off-setting trades and performing 

terminations where suggested and agreed. Banks and CCPs often work with third party 

vendors to achieve this.  

Variation Margin 

(“VM” 

Daily MTM value of each cleared trade calculated at end of day, and defined as the daily 

change in CVM on open positions. 

 

 


